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Russia, somewhat along the model of Poland, and then promulgating laws during the
first decade of the nineteenth century, that smacked of Condorcet's plans for a
complete state system of schools. Although these laws did not open up education to
the serfs or to the lower classes, they did have the effect of more closely integrating
the educational institutions with the state bureaucracy. Teachers were given bureau-
cratic rank, and officials were required to have an advanced education. To this end,
several new universities were founded, In these ways, especially under the influence of
German models of alliance between the bureaucracy and the culture of the academics,
modernization proceeded for a time under Alexander I. He, too, reverted to reaction,
joining with Austria and Prussia in the Holy Alliance against the liberalism that was
developing in Western Europe attendant upon the fall of Napoleon.
Nicholas I (1825-1855) went still further in slowing down the already faltering
modernization process. Religious subject matter was reemphasized in the schools,
Western content in the social studies was excised from the gymnasium courses, foreign
travel was reduced, and secular studies in the universities were censored. As so often
with repression, these moves toward reaction served to alienate the growing groups of
intellectuals who had already received some glimpses of modernity in the secondary
schools and universities. Nicholas I thus solidified against his policies this new class of
intelligentsia who were the educated members of the nobility, the upper middle
classes, and the clergy who had learned lessons of liberalism from the West. Some were
for going further and faster to embrace the West; others were predominantly Slavophile
in their approach to the West. But in any case, the universities and technical institutes
proved to be continuing centers of criticism, dissent, and eventually of revolution.
Thus, despite conservative and even reactionary political, economic, and religious
policies, modernization was gradually taking place in Russia at the upper levels of
society. As Germany had earlier shown and as Japan and Russia itself were later to
show, modernization could come authoritatively from above as well as democratically
from below. As the imperial bureaucracy was improved by increasing educational
standards and as industrialization took place, even before 1860, the groundwork of
modernization was being laid. Perhaps the growth of the technical schools and the
advance of science were more important in this regard than any other aspect of the
challenge of modernity posed to Russia by the rapid encroachments of the West not
only upon its frontiers in Europe but in Central Asia and East Asia. By mid-nineteenth
century it could be argued that the expansion of schools embracing science and
technology was crucial for Russian industrialization, which had actually progressed
fairly far in establishing the preconditions for economic takeoff.12
12 William J. Blackwell, The Beginnings of Russian Industrialization, 1800-1860, Princeton Univer-
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